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SERAPHITA

/^OME not before me now, O visionary face

!

^^Me tempest-tost, and borne along life's passionate sea;

Troublous and dark and stormy though my passage be

;

Not here and now may we commingle or embrace,

Lest the loud anguish of the waters should efface

The bright illumination of thy memory,

Which dominates the night ; rest, far away from me,

In the serenity of thine abiding-place

!

But when the storm is highest, and the thunders blare,

And sea and sky are riven, O moon of all my night

!

Stoop down but once in pity of my great defepair,

And let thine hand, though over late to help, alight

But once upon my pale eyes and my drowning hair,

Before the great waves conquer in the last vain fight.

Ernest Dowson



PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE EHRICH GALLERIES

Temple Scott

confess that I enjoy

an exhibition ofgood

photographs. They

are a gracious relief

after a surfeit of

many exhibitions of

paintings by modern

so-called artists. In

this visionless age of art, afaithfuland loving

transcript of the beautiful in nature, comes

like a refreshing shower to the jaded and

thirsty traveller. Whatever it may not do

it, at any rate, invigorates him and leaves

him free and braced for the search for his

own quest.

This most pleasing exhibition, at the

Ehrich Art Galleries, of pictorial photo-

graphs affects us like a caress. It touches our

kindliest feelings ; for it asks of us no more

than our quiet appreciation. The pictures

present no disturbing problems; they ask

no impertinent questions; they arouse no

irritating emotions. They are not things to

shout about or to discuss in angry or jeering

heat; they are things to accept for the sake

ofthe simple enjoyment they afford us.And
this is the spirit in which they are offered

us. The men and women who made these

pictures are, evidently, not at odds with the

world. The world must be a very pleasant

place to them, or they could not have found

and chosen such delightful subjects.

This also is worth our appreciation; for

it is good for us to know that there are still

amongus somewho seekdelight for delight's

sake, and who have not been sophisticated

out of their naive joy in what the bountiful

earth offers us in her daily revelations ofthe

unfolding seasons. And it is also good for us

to know that these people are going about

in our midst, looking for what is excellent

and abiding in art and social life as well as

in nature.The record ofthe excellent isvery

encouraging and hope-giving. In this exhi-

bition there are not a few pictorial photo-

graphs of architecture and the life of cities

which make this appeal. They breathe the

spirit of tender fidelity •with which they

have been made; and also, they evince a pre-

meditated choice of subjects which argues

a select discrimination and a love for -what

is beautiful.

The more I study these photographs and

their like, the more am I impressed with the

value of the exercise with the camera for

the development of the imagination. It

would be churlish on my part, after my
enjoyment of this exhibition, to enter on a

discussion as to whether a photograph is

or is not a work of art. I shall leave that to

erudite critics whose business it is to write

on this question. But, as I looked at these

prints, I could not help being struck by

what seemed to me a rare quality in manyof
them, namely, that they had caught a vision

which the mere object photographed could

nothave given.The vision,without a doubt,

was inthe creativeimaginationofthephoto-

grapherwhenhechosethe object andplaced
himselfin his definite relation with it. How,
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Interpretation—Venice
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Still Life The Silver Skirt A. De Meyer

Landscape

George

H. Seeley



then, did the vision get objectified, so that

the camera could receive and record it?

I can answer this question only on the

assumption that the photographer deliber-

ately sets himself the task of compelling, so

to speak, the object to get into accord with

his vision. And he can do this by knowing

the mystery of light which is the very life of

every object. Of course, it is •with the pho-

tographer as it is with the painter, that not

all ofthevision gets objectified. But thepho-

tographerhas this advantage overthe plastic

artist, that he is not so hampered by mere

technique, by an anxiety about producing a

true simulacrum oftheobject.He knowsthe

lens will do that for him. So that he is left

absolutely free to enjoy his imaginative re-

lation. Herein lies the splendid value of the

camera. I am quite aware that the photogra-

pher can view and present his object only

in an approximation to his ideally conceived

object,for the limits ofhis mediumdenyhim
a fuller expression. But the purposeful effort

to approach the object imaginatively, so to

speak, is what counts for him and for us

also. That attitude compels him to get en

rapport withhisobject,todealtenderlywith

it as though it were his own child. In a real

sense it is his child, for it is the product of

his creative imagination.

Thispurposeful effortofapproach iswhat
I sawin manyofthe prints in this exhibition,

and it accounted for the pleasure they gave

me. Only through such an approach was it

possible for them to breathe that spirit of

tender regard for the things reproduced

which transfigures them and sets them

before us, not as lifeless objects, but as reve-

lations of creative human souls.

If, in saying this of these photographs, I

am saying what should be said of master-

pieces of art only, I am still content to abide

bymy words.A masterpiece gives us a fuller

revelation and embodies a higher degree of

the power of spiritual expression; but that

isno reasonwhywe should disdain the lesser

revelationvouchsafed us by the humble and

sincere workers with the camera. In the

worldofart asintheworldoflifethereisroom

for the great and the small, and both are de-

sirable and necessary. The blade of grass is

notan oak-tree,but ithas a beauty all itsown
which is a sufficient reason for its existence.

"Not of the letter, but of the spirit," shall

we judge any work, "for the letter killeth,

but the spirit giveth life."

"Atthe Ehrich Galleries isan International
Exhibition of Pictorial Photography. Noth-

ing so good in its kind has been seen here.

It is a number ofyears since very serious de-

parture was made from the conventional

photography of professional studios, yet

much is still to be accomplished before the

newschools canmakephotographyawholly

satisfactory medium of personal expression.

When all defects in accomplishment are

noted,however,and every reserve made, the

unprejudiced observer must admit that a

great deal ofprogress hasbeen made toward

placing photography among the media pro-

perly claimed for art. And it should be kept

in mind, as Mr. Anderson has reminded us,

that Leonardo daVinci bitterly complained

because the critics ofhis day called painting

'mechanical
1

because, forsooth, it was

'done with the hand.' "—NewYork Times.



NOTES ON PICTORIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Edward R. Dickson

The period of the dramatic in photogra'

phy, which furnished so much apparent

enthusiasm a few years ago seems to have

served its purpose as introductory notes

that are now displaced by a sober and

sincere refinement of expression. The ex'

ponents of that disquieting period are evi-

dently resting from misdirected energy, or,

perhaps they are silently learning that sim-

plicity and truth are essentials in photogra'

phy as indeed they are in any other art.

The decrease in the number ofthosewho
transformed the crisp light of out-of-doors

into fearful shadows, or sought the identity

of a portrait through the exercise of their

imagination, orindulged inmere impressions

for the sake of impressing, is an irresistible

argument in support of the broadening ap-

preciation that sunlight may be harnessed

by the camera to give freshness and solidity

to art, that plastic and decorative results

may be secured without resort to a cunning

craftsmanship that destroys the poetic fact.

We no longer seek our ideals in the

creations of the past, or become disturbed

by critics whose criticisms are dictated, or

let our pictures be supported merely by

the names which sign them. Indeed, the

tendency is to lose sight of the individual,

temporarily, while we wait to receive the

full force of the proffered message. If the

message be founded on precepts that are

worn, it will serve but as a sieve in its

influence toward our enlightenment, and

prove a quantity too negligible for progress.

The International Exhibition ofPictorial

Photography at the Ehrich Art Galleries,

New York, is therefore notable: not be-

cause of its world-wide scope, but because

it represents the very hum of progress;

because it is pure and clean, and because it

is unquestionably the most interesting and

satisfying collection of contemporary work
ever shown in New York, and for that

matter, in this country. It indicates a high

attainment of what is known as "straight"

photography, founded on the retention of

true photographic quality, fidelity to the

basic principles of proper selection, and

the possession of the spirit characterizing

those who work for the veryjoy it affords.

The American exhibitors are distin-

guished by no particular names beyond

those who possess an unselfish interest in

Pictorial Photography. Nor do they repre-

sent any particular school save that which

embodies photographic methods and pho-

tographic results. All the acknowledged

masters were invited, and if they did not all

respond at least a sufficient majority of

them did to make this exhibition the dis-

tinguished event it has been.

Spaceforthreeprints,andinfewinstances

four,was the maximum accorded to any one

exhibitor. Eighty-two pictures were exhi-

bited. In so limited a space it is difficult, of

course, to sustain an international character

with an individual representation of many
prints, and while opinions are divided as to

the desirabilityof exhibiting butthree prints
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Looking Toward Sodonia

George Davison



from one man, it is an undisputed fact that

an exhibition containing a restricted num-

ber of prints intelligently selected is certain

to be of a higher quality than •would have

been obtained had the number been larger.

As one sees the work ofWalter Benning-

ton, an English artist, and compares it -with

that of Frank Read, Malcolm Arbuthnot

and J. Dudley Johnston, one feels that the

conscious care and structural faculty of the

latter does not parallel the simplicity of

treatment to whichMr. Bennington's poesy

invites us. His "St. Paul's" and "Lamberth

Bridge" are delicate and appealing notes.

In Frederic H. Evans
1

"Interiors ofWest-

minster Abbey," which we were very glad

to see, we find a man who accomplishes by

means of his camera the beautiful and the

truthful; so much exaggerated by the etcher

in his intensity of contrasts.

J. Craig Annan delights us with his four

prints masterly presented in photogravure.

We reproduce "The Blind Musician of

Granada" becauseofits dignityand spiritual

expression. A singer of sad songs he may be,

yet he gladdens and inspires.

From France, Robert Demachy sends

"The Lonely Village," "A Study in Grey,"

"A Street in Brittany," lent by Mrs. Kase-

bier, and "The Port of Concarneau," oil-

transfers, which we know will give our

readerspleasure.TheworksofDemachyand

J. Craig Annan reveal—through personal

association— the attitude of the painter

with the added force ofsunlight in bringing

material surroundings into harmony.

In sending "The Thousand Windows"
with its converging lines, Alvin Langdon

Coburn provokes the critic and leads him

to exclaim: "Cubist Photography!" Yet
with such a treatment in so unusual a man-

ner,one getsthe ideaofheight and sublimity.

His "Woolworth Building," reproduced in

this issue, is very noble and fills the space

majestically, the accent of steam typifying

the life of the busy City ofNew York.

Clarence H. White's "Student Proces-

sion—Barnard College" is very familiar to

us; for have we not seen it copied by a

popular painter to adorn the cover of a

popular magazine? Mr. White exhibits

"Portrait—Mrs. Wilbur," a head against

the light, revealing the unifying influence of

his delicate handling. His "Landscape and

Figure," although done some while since,

remains an enduring expression. As he has

never been excelled in these series the fresh

impulse it imparts is always a delight. A
lovely "work can never be seen too often;

for "a thing of beauty is a joy forever."

Karl Struss contributes his "Meissen,"

"Lake Como" as well as "Interpretation

—

Venice," the last an excellent presentation

of the well-known bridge. The prints are

all of the multiple platinum, possessing

quality and texture which are delightful

assets to his viewpoints. The simple compo-

sition of his "Interpretation" might well be

studied byambitious workers ofthe camera.

In "Looking toward Sodonia" George

Davison sends a lesson in the subordination

of a vast area into pictorial achievement.

The lines of the shore are in unison with

those of the waves, and the hills recede and

undulate. His "Harlech from theGolfLinks"

is treated in a similar attitude.

Baron A. De Meyer's "Silver Skirt" is

interestingly composed of vertical lines in



judicious arrangement of light. It might in'

terest our readers to know that many of his

photographs are made with the aid of arti'

ficial light. His "Portrait" is bold and daring

in its frame and retains the elements of por'

traiture and excellent photography.

Angelo Romano's " Still Life" reminds us

of an echo from the Orient. The arrange'

ment has been well carried out. The notes

in the background are fantastic. They seem

like birds at sunset with hidden heads.

George H. Seeley's "Landscape—Win'

ter" shows how strongly Mr. Seeley feels

pattern andhow he subserves his photogra'

phy to express this feeling.The composition

is diagonal in tendency and the sinuous lines

carry the eye from interest to interest.

Frank Read's "River Fete" adorns our

cover, an attractive picture which shows

the application of pictorial photography

to unusual occurrences. The "Folkstone

Harbor" shows thoughtful selection and

fruitful ideas.

Two pictures are contributed by Herbert

G. French, "Morgen" and "DerTod und

das Madchen." Mr. French works in a most

unusualmanner. He illustrates considerably.

His pictures are elusive. One fears the paper

is not delicate enough to hold them. No
one seems to know just how his results are

obtained, and there are photographers who
are eager to see his negatives. Later, we shall

ask him to let the readers of "Platinum

Print" enjoy his illustrations,and ifhe is con'

fidingenough he might tell us ofhis practice,

which we know embodies "straight" work.

Well done, Arthur Chapman! In your

"Portrait" you have given a new, vibrant

interpretation oflight.The figure, examining

a negative, stands in an interior in which

streams of light are pouring merrily.

Gertrude Kasebier's "Little Good Har'

bor" is a free and graceful expression excel'

lently accomplished. The "Group" is a

tender representation of mother and child.

Augustus Thibaudeau's "Portrait of a

Child" is an attainment worthy of Mr.

Thibaudeau. He is bringing to photography

an evidence of freshness which delights us.

Who does not enjoy the work of the

Germans, T- & H. Hofmeister's "Medita'

tion" a composition that contains the

elements of sincerity and unconsciousness.

The worshippers sit in spiritual content.

We are glad, indeed, to see so beautiful an

attitude in photography.

Paul L. Anderson's "Shadows on the

Snow" fillstheframe interestinglyand reprc

sents a quality ofshow "which distinguishes

Mr. Anderson's work. His "Summer After'

noon" appeared in our December issue.

Miss Amy Whittemore's "At the Win'

dow" hasbeen charminglydone in a manner

to preserve the light within and without.

J.DudleyJohnston's"TheLake ofLecco"

is a strange and beautiful contribution.

Charles H. Barnard sends his "Sunlit

Wall" and "Courtyard" both worthy ex'

amples of technique and fine taste.

Among those exhibiting are: prints from

Francesca Bostwick, Katharine Stanberry

Burgess, Edward Callan, Sidney Carter,

Richard M. Coit, Anna E. Collins, Imogen

Cunningham, Dwight A. Davis, Edward

R. Dickson, Charles B. Denny, Dr. Arnold

Genthe, James R. Giridlian, Spencer Keh

logg, Jr.,Wm. E.Macnaughtan,Paul Strand,

Edith R. Wilson.
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EDITORIALLY EXPRESSED

Onward

So unusual an occurrence as that ofkeep'

ing an exhibition opened during evenings

inNew York, well expresses the popularity

of the International Exhibition of Pictorial

Photography at the Ehrich Art Galleries.

Moreover its success ismeasured not merely

by the great amount of prints which were

purchased by collectors, but by the degree

of interest such an exhibition awakened

among laymen, artists, and litterateurs, and

especially among those who are skeptical in

admittingthatphotographers are expressing

themselves definitely in terms of light.

The exhibition became a possibility

through the breadth of view entertained

by Mr. W. L. Ehrich in recognizing in Pho-

tography a medium of personal expression,

and kindling the enthusiasm of those who
are working in such a direction. The prints

were collected by Mr. Clarence H.White,

who holds the chair of Photography at

Columbia University.

To an observer, it is evident that the

estimated worth placed upon good photo-

graphic work needs a more practical ad-

justment, since the tendency is to attach

sentimental prices to prints, thereby placing

them beyond the reach of ordinary pur-

chasing power. To a collector, a marketable

commodity can have no sentimental value

whatever. He expects and deserves like for

like. Unless he desires todefeathisown aims,

the photographershould realizethat a print,

sold at a rational price, will carry a message

farther and be of greater service out of his

hands, than if it were hidden within the

leaves of his own portfolio.

It would seem, therefore, that to make

one's pictures with true artistic feeling, to

avail of opportunities for enhancing their

worth by conversion into sales, is to con-

tribute in providing for Pictorial Photogra-

phy its place in a field ofgreat and practical

service to its workers.

The conduct of these exhibitions will be

continued toward the creation of national

and international interest. They will be

repeated and ultimately extended to other

cities, and readers will find these announce-

ments, as well as others of moment to

photographers, in the forthcoming issues of

"Platinum Print."

f 1 1

For the accomplishment of its ambition,

"Platinum Print" needs subscribers and

workers to contribute toward making its

pages representative of the most beautiful

magazine in America. Come over and get

into the fight

!
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An Impression of the Exhibition at the

Ehrich Galleries

I came here to see beautiful things and found them.

Photography pure, simple and without pretense was my

impression. In the cleanliness and stillness of the at-

mosphere I could greet each worker, through his work,

individually at his best. This time I was thoroughly

convinced that such photography could be born only

of high spirit, of love and constructive lasting purposes,

and only through pure photographic processes.

There was a spiritual, a poetic mood that pervaded

everything in the room. The prints spoke for them-

selves, and what I did not hear or read about them I

saw in them. Never had I such profound respect

for photography. With but few exceptions, the prints

have merit and quality that give them reason for being.

No exhibition of photography had ever before reached

so high a standard of true worth as this one; and to the

workers represented in this beautiful exhibition I am

indebted for the pleasure they so nobly and unselfishly

united in giving to me and to other sympathetic and

receptive spectators. I left the room with a hope of

seeing more such work soon, and in asimilar environment.

Max Weber

An Informal Photo-Dinner

Saturday Evening, January za/th, 19 14

Those who had prior engagements cancelled them.

Those who were reached by telegraph came hurriedly

into town when they received an invitation to an Oriental

Dinner in Chinatown "just to celebrate" the Interna-

tional Exhibition. The dignity of a Fifth Avenue bus was

added to the occasion, and leaving the Occident tempo-

rarily, Chinese omelets and fragrant teas were soon before

our eyes. Some rebelled against the use of chop-sticks

instead of forks ; others meekly acquiesced. During the

evening a portable Cooper-Hewitt light was presented by

Mrs. Kasebier to Clarence H. White, a gift from his many

friends. Pictorial workers, hitherto unknown to each

other, met and chatted about photography. Among the

diners were : Mr. and Mrs. Temple Scott, Miss Joyce

M. Scott, Mrs. Gertrude Kasebier, Mr. and Mrs. C.

H. White, Miss Clara E. Sipprell, Miss Bowen, Miss

Windsor, Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Ehrich, Miss Edith R.

Wilson, Dr. Arnold Genthe, Chas. B. Denny, Paul

Strand, Karl Struss, M. W. Palmer, Miss E. Bumbaugh,

A. H. Mooney, Arthur D. Chapman, Max Weber,

Paul L. Anderson, Dwight A. Davis, Augustus Thibau-

deau, Guido Meisel, Edward R. Dickson.

-< -< a

Mr. Karl Struss will take up the duties of Associate

Editor of " Platinum Print," necessitated by Mr. Chas.

H. Barnard's continued residency in Montreal, where

he is interesting himself in Pictorial Photography.

•< •* a

Our desire to make this issue an International Exhi-

bition Number resulted in having the edition late for the

presses. In consequence, this copy is marked "March

"

instead of " February," same being Vol. I., No. III.-

a -< <

We regret to announce the passing away of Mr.

Joseph Keiley, a photographer to whom we are es-

pecially indebted for experiments in the glycerine pro-

cess of developing prints. Mr. Keiley had many

friends who will miss his association.

So many of our subscribers are without the first num-

ber of " Platinum Print." If you have a copy in good

order and for which you would accept 25 cents, will

vou send it to the Editor " Platinum Print " ? Twenty-

five of our readers are awaiting vour reply to this.
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REVIEW OF BOOKS
By Laurence J. Gomme

MEN OF MARK BY ALVIN LANGDON COBURN
The democratisation of art by reproductive processes

is a comparatively new factor in the world's progress

and is entirely in line with the great changes exhibiting

themselves in all branches of life— social, ethical,

scientific and artistic. While these changes began in

the last century they are finding a more finished expres-

sion in the present and photography is not behindhand.

Growing out of the infancy and childhood of a mere

mechanical process, photography has finally reached the

maturity of art expression. It is in such a book as Mr.

Coburn has compiled that we find the best forms of this

art expression, and we are impressed with the great

advancement of this, the youngest of the arts.

Mr. Coburn has shown his skill in the photography

of places, in his books on London and New York, and

his illustrative art has been admirably demonstrated in

H. G. Wells' "The Door in the Wall." Here,

however, he seems to go further and has attempted

"to catch and record the elusive something that differ-

entiates between a man of talent and his fellows.
'

'

This is indeed art and it has shown Mr. Coburn 's

intellectual appreciation of his varied subjects. It is

interesting to think of Mr. Coburn' s attitude toward

his subjects, and we will quote from his prefatory re-

marks the following

:

"To make satisfactory photographs of persons it is

necessary for me to like them, to admire them, or at

least to be interested in them. It is rather curious and

difficult to exactly explain, but if I dislike my subject it

is sure to come out in the resulting portrait. The

camera is all-recording and very sensitive to the slightest

gradation of expression of the personality before it ; also

the impression that I make on my sitter is as important

as the effect he has on me. I make friends quickly and

am interested in the mental alertness of the people I

meet. You can know an artist or author, to a certain

extent, from his pictures or books before you meet him

in the flesh, and I always try to acquire as much of this

previous information as possible before venturing in the

quest of great ones."

It is in such remarks as these that we find a clue to

Mr. Coburn 's art, the perfect relation between the

artist-photographer and the man of mark. It is shown

in all the thirty-three studies in the book. There is not

one but has analytic appreciation and sympathy stamped

upon it. If we look at Arthur Symons ; he is holding

his chin in pensive mood. His wrist and hand are as

a stem and calyx surmounted by the face and brow, a

flower indeed of delicacv and refinement.

The incomparable Max is almost a caricature in itself,

and the huge, genial, but thoughtful Chesterton repre-

sented as "swelling off the plate in the very act of being

photographed," tells us more of the man than any

word picture.

Fearless in his searching criticism and pointed sar-

casm, Shaw looks us straight between the eyes.

Kindliness is there, nevertheless, and Mr. Coburn'

s

facility for catching the character as well as the mood,

is here shown to perfection.

It would be impossible in a limited space to draw

attention and do justice to all in this remarkable gallery:

Galsworthy, Wells, Masefield, Max Weber, Clarence

White, Rodin, Matisse, and a variety of others, all

men of mark.

We feel in reading Mr. Coburn's preface and look-

ing at his portraits, that we have been brought into

contact not with just pictures, but with great minds.

We have been intimate with intellects.

Removal Notice

Friends of Frederic W. Goudy of the Village Press

and Letter Foundry will now find him at z East 29th

Street, New York, where he has just received a large

supply of types from England. The English foundries

are at this time cutting smaller and larger sizes of this

type, and since so manv are interested in the printing

of"Platinum Print" advertisers and printers should secure

from him a copy of "Tvpographica," an occasional pam-

phlet treating of printing, letter designing and allied arts.
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FIFTH SEASON
1910 1914

SEGUINLAND SCHOOL
' OF PHOTOGRAPHY »

CLARENCE H WHITE
at Seguinland, Maine, July 6 to August 11. Students

will receive individual instruction in the use of the

Camera; in developing, printing, enlarging, copying

and mounting. Lectures on Art in Photography at

Teachers' College, Columbia University, and at the

Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences, October
to May.

Address inquiries to Clarence H. White
5 West 3 1 st Street,New York



MEN OF MARK
BY ALVIN LANGDON COBURN

A volume of original photogravures of eminent authors

and artists: printed to five hundred and fifty copies

of which five hundred are for sale

PRICE TEN DOLLARS

G. Bernard Shaw George Moore
G. K. Chesterton W. B. Yeats
Andrew Lang William Nicholson
Frank Brangwyn William De Morgan
George Meredith Mark Twain
H. G. Wells John Galsworthy
Edward Carpenter J. M. Barrie

H. Granville Barker Herbert Trench
Auguste Rodin W. D. Howells
Henry James Max Weber
Arthur Symons Clarence H. White
John Sargent John Masefield

Charles Shannon Arnold Bennett

Theodore Roosevelt Roger Fry
William Orpen Robert Bridges

Max Beerbohm Henri Matisse

H. Belloc

Published by

MITCHELL KENNERLEY
32 West Fifty-eighth Street . New York

Sold also by

VAUGHAN & GOMME
2 East Twenty-ninth Street . New York



P & S Semi'Achromatic Lenses

SERIES I

The Original Soft Focus Lens, a

single lens ranging in price from

$15.00 to $50.00.

SERIES II

The most satisfactory Soft Focus

Doublet for hand cameras, F. 6.

SERIES III

The most successful Soft Focus

Doublet for portraiture, F. 4.5.

Regarding our S. A. Lenses, Alvin Langdon Coburn says: "If I

were to be told that I must work for the remainder ofmy life with

but one lens, I would choose the original fifteen-inch objective

that Mr. Smith made for me so many years ago." Speaking of our

doublets, the first one of which Mr. Coburn owns, he says : "The

doublet is very much easier to get acquainted with. Used wide

open it gives a charming quality to large heads in portraiture, and

for distant landscapes it gives exquisite soft detail stopped to F. 1 1
."

For price-lists and literature, send to the manufacturers

PINKHAM 6? SMITH COMPANY
288-290 Boylston St. or 13 I

2 Bromfield St.

Boston, Massachusetts

or the following Trade Agents

Obrig Camera Co 147 Fulton Street, New York

C. G. Willoughby 814 Broadway, New York

Hirsch fe? Kaiser . . . 218 Post Street, San Francisco, Cal.



A NINETEENTH CENTURY DREAM

PAGET PROCESS
for

Photography in Natural Colors

Duplicating Method

Color Rendition Perfect

Manipulation Simple

Results Certain

Color Photography
Color Positives, Monochrome Prints and Bro'

mide Enlargements can be made from the original

negative, which is preserved intact. No unfamiliar

processes are involved and no unusual chemicals

are employed. Anyone who can develop a plate

can make a Paget Color Transparency reproducing

all tones and shades as in Nature.

Write for special booklet

HERBERT 6? HUESGEN CO.

456 Fourth Avenue

New York City

A TWENTIETH CENTURY FACT



SMrTHBONIAN INSTITUTION LIBRARIES

3 9088 01548 8919

FOR THE WORKER IN PHOTOGRAPHY
VOLUME L

1^ CENTS A COPY 4 J. OO A YEAR.

This Magazine will surpass its own record in 19 14

In no other Photographic Magazine can you find so much
useful and original information by writers distinguished in their

line, so much bright reading, and so many helpful examples of

practical work.

The latest formulae and processes, and all the news

$3.00 a year in advance $1.50 for six months

Sample Copy, 10 cents

EDWARD L. WILSON CO., INC.

122 East 25th Street New York City

BARTLETT-ORR PRESS, NEW YORK


